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Coupling Between Pecking and Heart Beat in Pigeons
by
Juan D. Delius, Ulrike Lindenblattand Celia Lombardi

ABSTRAcr
The electrocardiogram of pigeons was recorded while they pecked an impact transducer under
operant control according to a variable ratio schedule. An analysis of the records in terms of
crossaverages between heart beats and pecks. the quasi-equivalents of crosscorrelation functions,
revealed that pecks and heart beats tend to coincide temporally at above chance levels according to
patterns that vary from individual to individual pigeon. The mechanisms and the functions of the
coupling are discussed.

INTRODUCTION
Coupling of various qualities between different biological rhythms have been
demopstrated in numerous instances (Aschoff, 1981; Hildebrandt and Klein,
1979; Koepchen, 1983). It!. birds for example, a relative locking between respiratory heart beat and wingbeat cycles has been reported (Aulie, 1975; Berger and
Hart, 1974). When pecking to ingesta heap of grains while very hungry, when
pecking under the control of a partial reinforcement, instrumental conditioning schedule (Delius 1983) or when pecking during a fit induced by the drug
apomorphine (Brunelli et aI., 1975), this response becomes highly rhythmic in
pigeons. Even when pecking is more intermittent it seems to be controlled by
an underlying central rhythm of between 2 and 4 Hz that is then only occasionally expressed in overt responses (Delius, 1985). The beating of the pigeon's
heart is an ever present rhythm whose frequency varies between 2 and 6 Hz
depending on the arousal or the exertion state of the subject. Incidental
observations in the context of previous heart rate conditioning experiments
(Sieland et aI., 1981; Klinkenberg et aI., 1984) suggested that the pecking and
the cardiac activities of pigeons might be loosely locked. Here we report briefly
more definite data on the point. To examine the coupiing we resorted to the
computation of crossaverages, functions that are akin to the crosscorrelation
functions frequently used for the analysis of relationships between stochastic
signals (Beridat and Pierso1 1966).
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METHOD
Four adult homing pigeons (Calumba livia) of local origin were used. While
the pigeons were anaesthetized with an intramuscular injection of a pentobarbital-chloralhydrate mixture (Mallin and Delius, 1983) four stainless steel
wire electrodes (each consisting of three strands of 0.1 mm diameter) were
drawn under the two scapular bones and the two pubic spines with the help of a
thick, curved hypodermic cannula. The wire ends protruding out of the skin
were threaded through four separate lengths of insulating tube brought together on the back of the subject and terminated in a four-pole miniature socket.
The animals were first used in another experiment involving classical heart
rate conditioning with an atmospheric pressure pulse as a conditioned stimulus and a mildly painful shock as a unconditioned stimulus intended to
explore the possible role of the paratympanic (Vitali's) organ in the detection of
very low frequency sound (Petrasch et aI., 1983; Delius and Emmerton, 1978).
When the present experiment began the ECG electrodes had been implanted
for some six months and the animals had been experimentally idle for about
two months. The pigeons were kept in individual cages (40 x 45 x 40 cm) in a
well ventilated, brightly lit (12 h on, 12 h off) animal room with ad lib water.
They were food deprived to 80% of their normal weight and maintained at that
level throughout.
The pigeons were trained to peck a horizontal 25 mm diameter piezoceramic
disk (Valvo) mounted on a heavy metal shelf that replaced the regular feeder on
their cages during the conditioning sessions. The transducer signal was
amplified and triggered a pulse former. Conventional modular digital programming equipment (Massey-Dickinson) was used to control the reward
contingencies. A specially designed solenoid feeder device delivered a few
grains of millet as a reward onto the response disk that was surrounded by a 5
mm high ring wall. Each grain delivery was followed by a I sec period during
which further operation of the solenoid feeder was inhibited. However, virtuall y all beak contacts with the piezotransducer, incl uding those that in vol ved
the picking-up of the reward grains, raised signals that were recorded on one
channel of an instrumentation tape recorder (Racal). Once the subjects had
learned to peck the disk for grain reward they were gradually accustomed to
peck for only occasional rewards over several sessions. In sessions that were
evaluated for the present report the animals worked under a so-called variable
ratio 10 schedule of reinforcement (Delius, 1983). That is, they were rewarded
each time they had accumulated a varying number of pecks, on average
receiving grains for every 10th peck.
The ECG was derived from the left scapular and the right pubic electrodes,
the right scapular electrode serving as indifferent. A miniature differential
preamplifier of own design mounted on a miniature plug was connected
directly to the bird-worn socket. Hearing-aid cables, suspended from a rubberband through the cage ceiling, led the signal amplified 10 x to a variable gain
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amplifier (Neurolog), with a passband filter set between 5 and 80 Hz. From
there it fed into a second channel of the tape recorder.
The recordings were first checked for freedom from artefacts with a twochannel oscilloscope (Tektronix). Then they were evaluated with a signal
averager (Neuro10g). The process of averaging as commonly used in neurophysiology (average evoked potentials, see Martin and Venables, 1980) consists in
superposing many time sections (sweeps) of one kind of signal (the ECG in our
case) in such a way that each and all of the sweeps are overlaid and synchronized
with respect to the occurrences of a triggering event (pecks in our case) and then
estimating the average time-course of the ECG signal around the trigger events.
To implement this procedure the peck signaIs were fed into an adjustable
trigger stage that converted them into standard square pulses of 40 msec
duration which initiated the sweeps of the averager. The sweep duration was
usually set to 1 sec, occasionally to 2 sec. The ECG signal was fed into the
averager after passing through a 0.5 sec, or where appropriate a 1 sec, delay line.
This meant that the first half of the resulting averages represented the average
pre-peck tiJ;Ile-course and the second half the average post-peck time-course of
the ECG potentials. 256 peck-triggered sweeps were averaged and the average
was then written out at a slow speed with a pen recorder (Gould).
This yielded a crossaverage between the electrocardiogram and pecks. To
check that the features emerging were not due to chance and since the averager
used does not incorporate facilities for statistical evaluation, several ECG/peck
crossaverages were computed using different tape record sections from at least
two separate recording sessions for each bird. Furthermore we also averaged the
ECG with respect to pulses coming from a random pulse generator set to a
mean frequency comparable to the peck rate. This control procedure always
produced flat, featureless averages. As an additional check for validity we also
computed the converse crossaverage where the R waves of the electrocardiogram were converted through a trigger stage into 40 msec square pulses,
initiated the average sweeps and the peck pulse signals of a standard amplitude
(see above), after having passed through the delay line, were averaged. The
resulting function represents the mean pre- and post-heart beat temporal
distribution of pecks. It invariably was an approximate left-right mirror-image
of the ECG/peck crossaverages, as one should expect. The differences present
were mainly due to the fact that the square peck pulses naturally had a different
time-course and thus a different frequency spectrum than the band-limited
untransformed heart beat signals. 512 sweeps were needed to clearly reveal the
underlying pattern.
Even though inspection of the original records failed to reveal artefacts, in
principle it is possible that features associated with the pecks revealed by the
ECG/peck cross averages could be due to minor signals in the ECG induced by
cable capacitance changes or by somatic muscle activity. Such artefacts were
circumvented in the last mentioned crossaverages of pecks synchronized upon
heart beats as the averager was only triggered by definite R waves of the ECG.
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The same applies to the converse cross averages of heart beat pulses on pecks
that were also computed. These functions were always similar, allowing for the
effect of bandwidth mentioned above, to the crossaverages of the straight ECGs
and closely analogous, after right-left inversion, to the crossaverages of pecks
upon heart beats.
To reveal the periodicity of the pecking and the cardiac activity we also
computed separate autoaverages, the quasi-equivalents of the autocorrelation
functions, of pecks and of heart beats. This was achieved by separately averaging the same train of peck or beat initiated standard pulses that also served to
trigger the averaging sweeps. 64 sweeps sufficed to reveal the underlying
patterns in this instance.

RESULTS
Figure 1 presents in some detail the results pertaining to pigeon 1085. The heart
beat autoaverage shows two equispaced and similar peaks before and after the
trigger heart beat pulse reflecting the quite regular cardiac rhythm of this
subject (about 140 beats per min.), a sample of whose ECG is also shown. The
peck autoaverage function similarly evinces two side-peaks but they are less
well defined. This has to do with the comparatively low stability of the pecking
rhythm in this subject. In particular the peak preceding the trigger events is
relatively low indicating that even though the pecks tended to come at regular
intervals (about 400 msec), they did often come in bursts, the averager always
triggering on the first response of such series that was naturally not preceded by
a peck but mostly followed by further pecks. Note that as revealed by the
interval distributions the pecking- and the heart-rhythms do not have exactly
the same average frequency and that both show some jitter in their frequency,
that is the intervals between the events vary somewhat about the mean. In this
bird such a jitter principally affected the peck rhythm.
More important, it can be seen that averaging of the ECG synchronized on
the peck-responses yields a cross average that has obvious features at about the
time that the pecks occur. In the case of pigeon no. 1085 this feature consisted of
a trough preceding the peck, a double peak that nearly coincided with the peck,
followed by a less pronounced trough/peak combination. This pattern replicated itself in different recording samples over several sessions. Crossaverage
pertaining to two different sessions are shown in Fig. 1 to document the
stability characteristic for this bird. The converse cross average, where the peck
pulses were averaged synchronized on heart beats, yields an approximate
left-right reversal of peaks and troughs, as it should. We have already explained
why this function is not as smooth as the crossaverages of the straight ECG
records.
The same comments apply to the directly converse function where heart
beat-triggered pulses, rather than the ECG was averaged synchronized on the
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Fig. I. Pigeon 1085, analog electrogardiogram, autoaverage of heart beats and pecks and crossaverages between electrocardiograms or heart beats and pecks or random pulses (control). Here heart
beats stand [or standard pulses triggered by the R wave o[ the ECG. Note the salient features in the
middle section o[ the crossaverage that indicate an above-chance coincidence o[ the two kinds o[
events. Time base I sec throughout except bottom trace where it is 2 sec. The triggering event
always occurred in the middle of the averages.

pecks. This yielded a crossaverage function that though noisier, reveals much
the same main features as the straight computed average. In the instance of
pigeon 1085 for example the double main peak temporally close to the peck and
the delayed lesser peak is again present showing that it is heart beats, and not any
peck related artefacts, that tend to occur in three different modes of locking with
pecking. The trough preceding the doub1e peak that is apparent in the ECG
based functions appears largely absent in the square pulse derived function
indicating that this feature is due to the summation of the Q troughs that
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precede the R wave of the ECG. We estimated that on average about every fifth
heart beat wave fell into one of the three time "slots" corresponding to the
crosscorrelogram peaks, the remainder being largely randomly distributed
with respect to the pecks. Finally, a longer sweep-duration crossaverage (2 sec)
indicates that the crossaverage function becomes increasingly featureless the
further away it is from the peck event. This shows that the coupling between
the two rhythms is not periodic, as in fact it can not be, due to the different,
non-harmonic frequencies of the peck and the heart-rhythms.
Figure 2 displays some of the same information for subject 1134. The
autoaverages indicate that in this animal, differently from the previous one, the
pecking rhythm was more regular than the cardiac rhythm. In fact, the interbeat
intervals of this pigeon were remarkably unstable as already illustrated by the
short ECG record shown. The crossaverages also reveal a noticeably different
patterning than those of subject 1085. Additionally the peri-peck features,
namely the three peaks and two troughs of the crossaverage, are less stable from
session to session than those of that bird. Bird 838 yielded yet another pattern, a
single peak, heart beats tending to occur clearly in advance of pecks, or rather
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Fig. 2. Pigeon 1134, digitized electrocardiogram. autoaverages of heart beats and pecks and
crossaverages of electrocardiogram or heart beats on pecks. Also shown crossaverage pertaining to
pigeon 838. Note again the peaks in the middle of the crossaverages indicating an above chance
coincidence of heart beats and pecks. Time base I sec throughout.
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and more precisely, of beak contacts with the force transducer. One must
remember that the actual peck movement of course begins some time, about 100
msec before substrate impact, as documented for example by Smith (1974).
The crossaverage functions of bird 956 (not shown) evinced a single peak
quite similar to that of bird 838 but the heart beats tended to coincide more
closely with the transducer contact. However, while the coupling revealed by
the crossaverage features was quite invariant across several recording samples
in the case of pigeon 838, it was more variable in the case of pigeon 956,
evidence of it nearly absent in one sample out of the six analysed.

DISCUSSION
The results of the present experiment confirm that there is indeed frequently a
relative coupling between pecks and heart beats in pigeons. This does not
imply that each peck is associated with a heart beat. Such an absolute locking is
not possible as the pecking and the cardiac frequencies are different. Rather it
seems that, whenever one event is due to occur in the temporal neighbourhood
of the other, they shift into some pattern of conjunction. Von HoIst (1939)
observed a similar kind of phenomenon in locomotory finbeat rhythms of fish
and aptly described itas a "magnet" effect. It is as if, when two events are about
to fall into temporal proximity due to their own and different rhythms, they
attract each other so that they coincide. Whether this attraction is mutual,
symmetric or not (in the sense for example that only pecks can draw the heart
beats but not conversely) we could not decide. A more sophisticated analysis of
extended samples beyond our present capabilities will be necessary to resolve
this issue. Our impression for what it is worth was that the coupling largely
comes about by pecks drawing heart beats.
Little can be said about the physiological mechanisms responsible for the
coupling. It is reasonably well documented for mammals (Cohen and Obrist,
1975) that motor efferences to the somatic musculature originating centrally
coactivate the intracardiac rhythm generator through collateral innervation of
the autonomic system. Thus the additional blood supply to the musculature
functionally required by behavioural action is ensured in advance of the actual
demand by feedforward control. This, however, is usually conceived as a tonic
influence on the cardiac frequency. But a phasic beat by beat influence is not
excluded by the existing evidence. In this context it is worthwhile to draw
attention to the fact that the central nervous control over the cardiac rhythm in
birds seems to be more elaborate than in mammals (Sturkie, 1976). Conversely,
there is no evidence for a mechanism by which the cardiac rhythm could
control pecking on an event by event basis, unless blood pulse activated
neurons can drive neural substrates initiating pecking motor commands.
According to our experience in another context (Delius and Vollrath, 1973;
Vollrath and Delius, 1976; see also Sandman et al., 1984) such neuronsoccasionally do occur in various regions of the pigeon's central nervous system.
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The coupling between heart beats and pecking varies appreciably in patterning between individuals. Perhaps this reflects the pronounced plasticity of
cardiac control mechanisms that seems to be characteristic for pigeons (Cohen,
1980; Sie1and et aI., 1981; Klinkenberg et aI., 1984). The variability suggests that
the coupling between pecking and heart beating does not fulfil a specific
function but that it rather reflects a tendency inherent to biological rhythms to
lock in with each other. A final judgement on this issue will have to be deferred
until the coupling in natural feeding situations has been investigated. Dietrich
et a1. (1982) for instance have suggested that a locking between walking and
heart beat rhythms in humans leads to an appreciable energy saving. A similar
argument is likely to apply to the coupling between heart- and wingbeats in
birds. More generally the coupling of the pecking and heart rhythms is an
example of the mutual dynamic facilitatory /inhibitory relationships that exist
between most behavioural responses of a given organism (Delius, 1969). When
the timing of one of these responses is brought under control through conditioning inevitably the temporal occurrence of the other responses is also
affected (Staddon, 1977).
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